U.N. Mediator for Palestine, Count Folke Bernadotte in Palestine. Shots show:

Tel-Aviv: Arrival by UN(Sign) airplane. Count Bernadotte and his party being greeted by Israeli officials.

Travelling shot: Count Bernadotte in automobile (UN flag) crossing town. Count Bernadotte visiting Israeli Foreign Office, in conference with Israeli Foreign Minister, Moshe Shertok and others. Views of boardwalk and beach in Tel Aviv with people on beach.

Jerusalem: Arrival by UN plane. Count Bernadotte being greeted by Arab and UN officials and by US Consul in Jerusalem. Mr. MacDonald and Count Bernadotte leaving the airport. Count Bernadotte visiting Arab Headquarters, in conference with Glubb Pasha, Abdallah El Tal and other Arab officials.
Lunch: Exteriors of Headquarters with Arab flag. Count Bernadotte's car on streets. Exteriors of French Consulate, Count Bernadotte entering building, being greeted by French Consul in Jerusalem, Mr. Neuville. Leaving French Consulate.

Ramallah: (home of 20,000 Arab Refugees). Count Bernadotte's car surrounded by Arab refugees.